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ROAD SWEEPER S150SPAZZATRICE MOD. S150-FIORE
Pricipali caratteristiche tecniche

- motore turbo diesel mod. Kubota V1505-T 
  (n°4 cilindri, 1498 cc, 33kW (44hp) raffreddamento ad acqua; 
- trazione idrostatica a due ruote motrici sull’assale 
  posteriore a doppia velocità:
- velocità di trasferimento 30 km/h;
- velocità di lavoro 12 km/h.
- pendenza superabile 30%, 
- cabina ad un posto completa di riscaldamento e aria condizionata;
- impianto spazzante composto da n° 2 spazzole controrotanti ;
- impianto centrale aspirante con turbina ad elevata prevalenza di 5000 mc/h;
- impianto di abbattimento polveri;
- serbatoio acqua di 220 lt di capacità;
- tubo aspirafoglie
- volume del contenitore dei rifiuti di 1 mc netto;
- scarico in quota 1520 mm;
- manuali uso e manutenzione;
- dimensioni 3450 x 1250 x 1990 mm;
- larghezza di lavoro 1250 fino a 2000;
- piastra anteriore porta-attrezzi per attacco 3 spazzola o altre attrezzature
- omologazione stradale

ROAD SWEEPER MOD. S150 FIORE
 

 Key features Technical

 - engine turbo diesel mod. Kubota V1505-T 
  (n°4 cylinders, 1498 cc, 33 kW (44 hp) water cooling;
 - hydraulic drive with variable displacement pump and
  two rear-wheel drive and double speed:
 - transfer speed 30 km/h; 
- working speed 12 km/h;
 - max slope 30%
 - cabin with heating and air conditioning system;
 - sweeping system composed by 2 rotating brushes OPT third brush;
 - turbine power unit with high prevalence with a flow of 5000 mc/h;
 - dust suppression system;
 - water tank with 220 liters of capacity;
 - waste container of 1 cubic meter volume net ;
 - discharging height 1520 mm;
 - size 3450 x 1250 x 1990 mm;
 - working width 1250 to 2000 mm
 - front attachment plate for 3rd brush and other optional
 - road license



The S150 pull harmonically knows a great sweeping capacity with small size and maneuverability. With its high hourly output and 
a cleaning path that can reach 180 cm, the S150 provides a deep and thorough cleaning of every corner of the city.

The S150 achieves high performance with high efficiency timetable and unloading of materials at high altitude.
The new techniques used and its design, make the new S150 born unique. It’s perfect for town centers and all those other pla-
ces where the street sweepers would be impossible to get there: sidewalks, stations, pedestrian streets, alleys, arcades, parks, 
bike paths.
The S150 combines the strict observance of regulations on exhaust gas emissions to the absolute silence of the engine and 
sweeping, thus minimizing the environmental impact and making the noise inaudible.

Stable and Safe
The S150 is advanced compared to other standards of stability and security. The engine (Kubota 1500 Turbo Diesel 33 KW) 
was designed specifically for the best balance of countries, also thanks to the exclusive system of central hub, its structure 
remains unchanged even in full load and under strong inclination thus ensuring a very high degree of safety and comfort to the 
operator.

Ergonomics and Comfort
Operator comfort was a key development of the S150, the machine designed to work often on uneven surfaces, by using appro-
priately sized coil springs making subtle vibrations of the machine. Its dimensions are: L x W x H: 3400 x 1250 x 1980 mm.
The use of extremely durable materials and production techniques of industrial design, the S150 makes a machine simply eter-
nal.

Utility
The large volume of the container (1 mc) and the water tank (270 liter) allow an incomparable working autonomy and reduce to 
a minimum the time devoted to the drain. Working speed up to 12 km/h and transfer speed 30 km /h.
The S150 has a system of water recirculation and precipitator dust.

Strong and Fast
The S150 is equipped with a motor drive really MAXI, the high power of 33 KW Kubota 4-cylinder turbocharged allows the ma-
chine to reach a speed of 30 km / h and climb slopes of 25% even in the working phase.

Washer (Standard) Three brush (Accessory) High drainage Ergonomic cab Acces for serviceTube spirant (Accessory)


